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ABSTRACT
Supervised Dictionary Learning has gained much interest in the recent decade and has shown signif-
icant performance improvements in image classification. However, in general, supervised learning
needs a large number of labelled samples per class to achieve an acceptable result. In order to deal
with databases which have just a few labelled samples per class, semi-supervised learning, which
also exploits unlabelled samples in training phase is used. Indeed, unlabelled samples can help to
regularize the learning model, yielding an improvement of classification accuracy. In this paper, we
propose a new semi-supervised dictionary learning method based on two pillars: on one hand, we
enforce manifold structure preservation from the original data into sparse code space using Locally
Linear Embedding, which can be considered a regularization of sparse code; on the other hand, we
train a semi-supervised classifier in sparse code space. We show that our approach provides an
improvement over state-of-the-art semi-supervised dictionary learning methods. Several implemen-
tations of our work can be found in https://github.com/ktran1/SSDL.
1 Introduction
Dictionary Learning (DL) encompasses methods and algorithms that aim at deriving a set of primary features which
enables one to concisely describe signals of a given type (see for example [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]). The benefit of such sparsity-
driven dictionaries has been shown firstly in signal recovery applications such as denoising [6, 7], super-resolution
[8, 9], in-painting [10] and colorization [11].
In the era of Machine Learning, DL use has been extended to classification tasks, yielding Supervised Dictionary
Learning approaches (SDL). We can distinguish two categories of SDL methods: the ones which try to make sparse
codes discriminative and those which try to make atoms discriminative. In the first category, a classifier which works
in sparse code space is integrated into the classical DL problem [12, 13]. The second category relies on the relationship
between atoms and class labels: a specific sub dictionary is learnt for each class and an unlabelled sample is classified
according to the minimum reconstruction error sub dictionary [14, 15, 16, 17]. A recent review of this field can be
found in the work of Gangeh et al. [18].
Despite their merits, SDL methods have a critical shortcoming inherent to the supervised learning paradigm: training
data is constrained by only labelled samples. Thus, if the number of labelled samples is not sufficient for constraining
the dictionary, it might poorly capture discriminative features, yielding a low classification accuracy rate. Leveraging
unlabelled data leads to a new framework of DL that we call Semi-Supervised Dictionary Learning (SSDL). On the
one hand, SSDL allow for more data to be used in learning the dictionary, which in turn can better grasp common
underlying signal structure of the data so that over-fitting can be avoided. On the other hand, unlabelled samples can
also help to regularize in learning the classifier. More details will be provided in section 2 which briefly introduces
some related works in SSDL.
We present our approach in section 3 and deal with the optimization scheme in section 4. The numerical experi-
ments are presented and discussed in section 5, followed by the conclusions and perspectives in section 6. Finally, in
Appendix, we detail our method to optimize the Sparse Coding problem and provide some technical notes.
Notations
We adopt the following notation conventions :
• lower case and bold letters are used for vectors;
• upper case and bold letters are used for matrices;
• Z[i, j] or Zi,j is a component of Z, where i is the row number and j is the column number;
• by default, vectors are represented as columns;
• Greek letters are used for hyper-parameters;
• non-bold letters are scalar.
• 0, 1 are matrices that contain only respectively 0 and 1. They have the same dimension as matrices or vectors
associated in an operation.
• for a matrixZ, we note (Z < 1) the matrixU of the same size as Z satisfying : U[i, j] =
{
1 if Z[i, j] < 1
0 otherwise
The matrix X ∈ Rn×N denotes a set of N samples xi ∈ Rn, (n : number of features). We assume that these data are
made of two subsets: the labelled dataset Xl (C classes) and the unlabelled dataset Xu, which have respectively Nl
samples xli (i = 1, .., Nl) and Nu samples x
u
j (j = 1, .., Nu), henceX = [X
l,Xu]. The matrix D ∈ Rn×p denotes
a dictionary which contains p atoms di ∈ Rn (i = 1, ..., p) and C = {D, ‖di‖2 ≤ α, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., p} is a subset of
R
n×p that contains all dictionaries whose atoms l2 norms are less or equal to α (normally α = 1).
The matrixA ∈ Rp×N contains the sparse codes ai for xi in its columns. By analogy,Al andAu denote respectively
the labelled and unlabelled sparse code matrices. HenceA = [Al,Au]. The labelled sparse code ali is for the labelled
sample xli and the unlabelled sparse code a
u
j is for the unlabelled sample x
u
i .
The vector yi = [y1i , y
2
i , ..., y
C
i ]
⊤ ∈ RC indicates which class the labelled sample i belongs to, using the following
convention:
yji =
{
1 if ith sample belongs to jth class
−1 otherwise.
Y = [y1,y2, ...,yNl ] is the label matrix for all labelled samples,Y ∈ RC×Nl .
Finally,W ∈ RC×p,W = [w1,w2, ...,wC ]⊤ is a linear classifier consisting of C binary classifiers (with the strategy
"one vs all") in the sparse code space and b = [b1, b2, ..., bC ]⊤ denotes the associated bias.
2 Related work
In this section, we outline some SSDL methods by presenting how a SDL version can be converted to SSDL and how
we can improve further SSDL. Let’s start with SDL in a general way with the following objective function :
min
Θ
[R(Al,D) +D(W,b,Al,D)] ,
where Θ = {W,b,Al,D ∈ C}.
(1)
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R denotes the reconstruction error with the sparsity constraint. The penalty D aims at making the dictionary D
or the sparse codes A discriminative, possibly including an internal classifier (W,b) learning loss. Here are two
popular explicit objective functions following the form of eq. (1). To classify unlabelled samples, the first one uses the
learnt internal classifier. On the other hand the second one relies on reconstruction errors given by each specific sub
dictionary. Objective function Prediction
min
W,Al,D∈C
∥∥Xl −DAl∥∥2
F
+ λ
∥∥Al∥∥
q︸ ︷︷ ︸
R
+ γ
∥∥Y −WAl∥∥2
F︸ ︷︷ ︸
D
argmax
c
w⊤c a
u (2)
min
Alc,c,D∈C
C∑
c=1
( ∥∥Xlc −DcAlc,c∥∥2F + λ∥∥Alc,c∥∥q )︸ ︷︷ ︸
R andD
argmin
c
‖xu −Dcau‖2
(whereDc,Alc,c are respectively specific sub dictionary and sparse code to be learnt from the samples of c
th
classXlc;D = [D1, ...,Dc, ...,DC ] and 0 ≤ q ≤ 1)
From the SDL objective function, we present three approaches : the first one is used to convert an SDL method into
semi-supervised DL, i.e, to incorporate unlabelled samples in the learning, the second and third ones are used to
reinforce semi-supervised learning.
The first straightforward way consists in modifyingR by incorporating the reconstruction error and the sparse codes
penalty for the unlabelled data: ‖Xu −DAu‖2F + λ ‖Au‖q . This setting is found in most SSDL approaches (see for
example [19, 20, 21]).
The second one can go further by adding to the objective function a term F(Al,Au) to enforce the preservation of
the manifold structure of the original data representation in the sparse code representation. Let consider these two
manifolds are represented respectively by two graphs, one whose nodes are all available samples and other whose
nodes are corresponding sparse codes. For preservation, a relation between samples is taken from first graph then it is
applied to the second graph, meaning that the corresponding sparse codes need to respect this relation. The manifold
structure preservation is applied in [22, 23] for sparse code regularization.
Finally, the third one can modify the functional D to make the supervised classification become semi-supervised, by
using also unlabelled sparse codes as pseudo-labelled in D. To do so, several works introduce a new matrix variable
P ∈ RC×Nu , whose entry Pkj is positive and indicates the estimated probability that an unlabelled sample j belongs
to class k (hence
C∑
k=1
Pkj = 1). Then, in some works, this matrix is used in the learning process to weight the internal
classifier errors [24] or reconstruction errors [25, 26] w.r.t. to each candidate class for unlabelled samples. P can be
updated using different strategies.
Integrating the three aspects addressed above, we can formulate the following generic optimization problem for SSDL:
min
Θ
[R(Al,Au,D) +D(W,b,Al,Au,D,P) + F(Al,Au)] ,
where Θ = {W,b,Al,Au,D ∈ C,P}.
(3)
The following table (table 1) represents explicit objective function of several semi-supervised dictionary learning
methods, under form eq. (3). Here are some new notations used in this table :
- ai,c is sparse code on the sub-dictionaryDc for sample xi. Therefore ai = [a⊤i,1; ...; a
⊤
i,c; ...; a
⊤
i,C ]
⊤.
- Alk,c is sparse code corresponds to the sub-dictionaryDc for the samples of k
th classXlk.
- Alk = [A
l⊤
k,1, ...,A
l⊤
k,c, ...,A
l⊤
k,C ]
⊤ andAl = [Al1, ...,A
l
k, ...,A
l
C ];X
l = [Xl1, ...,X
l
k, ...,X
l
C ].
- m[Z] is the mean vector (between columns) for matrix Z and M[Z] is the matrix with the same size as Z by
repeating columnm[Z].
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- 0 < q, q1 < 1.
Method R D F
JDL [19]
min
D ∈ C,A,W
∥∥Xl −DAl∥∥2
F
+ρ ‖Xu −DAu‖2
F
γ
∥∥Y −WAl∥∥2
F
+µ ‖W‖2
F
s.t ‖ai‖0 ≤ ǫ
OSSDL [20]
LC-RLSDLA
[27, 28]
min
D ∈ C,A,W,U
∥∥Xl −DAl∥∥2
F
+ρ ‖Xu −DAu‖2
F
γ
∥∥Y −WAl∥∥2
F
+ψ
∥∥Q−UAl∥∥2
F
s.t ‖ai‖0 ≤ ǫ
SD2D [25]
min
D ∈ C,A,P
‖X−DA‖2
F
+λ ‖A‖1
Nl∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
∥∥xli −Dcali,c∥∥22
+
Nu∑
j=1
C∑
c=1
(∥∥(xuj −Dcauj,c)Pcj∥∥22
+
∥∥Dcauj,c(1−Pcj)∥∥22
)
+
C∑
c=1
(∥∥Alc −M[Alc]∥∥2F
−
∥∥m[Alc]−m[Al]∥∥22
)
SSR-D * [21]
min
D ∈ C,A
∥∥(X−DA)⊤∥∥q1
2,q1
+λ
C∑
c=1
∥∥Alc∥∥q2,q
+λ ‖Au‖q2,q
SSP-DL * [29]
min
D ∈ C,A
‖X−DA‖2
F
+λ1
C∑
c=1
∥∥Alc∥∥q2,q
+λ2 ‖A
u‖qq,q
β ‖A−AV‖2F
USSDL [24]
min
D ∈ C,A
W,b,P
‖X−DA‖2
F
+λ ‖A‖1
γ
( Nl∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
∥∥w⊤c ali + bc − yci∥∥22
+
Nu∑
j=1
C∑
k=1
(Pkj)
r
C∑
c=1
∥∥w⊤c auj + bc − ycj(k)∥∥22 )
+µ ‖W‖2
F
PSSDL [30]
min
D,A,W
σi,z,σd,σw
N∑
i=1
( ‖xi−Dai‖22
2σ2
i
+ log σn+2i
)
+
‖A‖1
z
+(N + 1) log z
+
‖D‖2F
2σ2
d
+ p log σn+2d
Nl∑
i
(
−w⊤c,yc
i
=1a
l
i
+ log
( C∑
c=1
exp(w⊤c a
l
i
))
+
‖W‖2F
2σ2w
+ C log σp+2w
+(1− β)
(
tr (ALLWA⊤)
− tr (ALLBA⊤)
)
β tr (ALAA
⊤)
SSD-LP [26]
min
D ∈ C,A,P
C∑
c=1
( ∥∥Xlc −DcAlc,c∥∥2F
+λ
∥∥Alc,c∥∥1 )
−γ
C∑
c=1
∥∥Alc,c −M[Alc,c]∥∥2F
+
Nu∑
j
C∑
c=1
(
Pcj
∥∥xuj −Dcauj,c∥∥22 + λ ∥∥auj,c∥∥1 )
Table 1: SSDL Objective functions. OSSDL and LC-RLSDLA are online learning methods, have the same ob-
jective function but they use the different methods for optimization : OSSDL uses ODL[2] and LC-RLSDLA uses
RLSDLA[31]. In PSSDL, some hyper-parameters are learnt in optimization process. (*) These methods don’t need
label information while learning the dictionary, label information is used after that to classify firstly the atoms then
unlabelled samples.
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In our work, we construct our objective function based on the first objective function of eq. (2), because we believe
that samples in the different classes have more or less similar textures and need to be reconstructed from the common
dictionary. In addition, we want to train simultaneously the internal classifier and the dictionary to make sparse code
more discriminative.
We propose the Semi-Supervised Dictionary Learning with Graph regularization and Active points method (SSDL-
GA), which is extended version of USSDL with manifold structure preservation (see table 1). This method also takes
into account the manifold structure for sparse coding out-of-sample data points. We provide a detailed presentation in
the next sections.
3 Proposed Method
In our method, the reconstruction error and sparse coding term is simply R(A,D) = ‖X−DA‖2F + λ ‖A‖1. It
uses both labelled and unlabelled samples. The manifold structure preservation F is inspired by the Locally Linear
Embedding (LLE) [32] method while the discriminationD relies on the internal semi-supervised classifier learning in
the Adaptively Unified Classification approach [24]. We detail in the following the corresponding functionals F and
D.
3.1 Manifold structure preservation
Assuming that the observed data is sampled from a smooth manifold and provided that the sampling is dense enough,
one can assume that the data lie on locally linear manifold patches. Thus, LLE first computes the barycentric coordi-
nates of the samples w.r.t. their nearest neighbors. These barycentric coordinates characterize the local geometry of the
underlying manifold. Then, the LLE computes a low dimensional representation (an embedding) which is compatible
with these local barycentric coordinates.
We proceed with the same idea, considering the sparse codes as our embedding. Let knn(i) denote a set containing
indices of the k nearest neighbors samples (in Euclidean distance) of the sample xi, among the whole dataset, i.e.
including both labelled and unlabeled samples. The barycentric coordinates of xi w.r.t. its nearest neighbors are
computed by solving the following optimization problem:
λˆi = min
λi∈Rk
∥∥∥∥∥∥xi −
∑
j∈knn(i)
λijxj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
,
subject to
∑
j∈knn(i)
λij = 1,
where λi is a vector of k elements λij , j ∈ knn(i). Then we define F as:
F(A) = β
N∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥ai −
∑
j∈knn(i)
λˆijaj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
,
where β is a positive constant (hyper-parameter).
Introducing the matrix V ∈ RN×N as : V[i, j] =
{
λˆij if j ∈ knn(i)
0 otherwise
, F can be rewritten as F(A) =
β ‖A−AV‖2F = β tr(ALAA⊤), where LA = IN − V − V⊤ + V⊤V. Under this form and LA is a Lapla-
cian matrix, the functionalF can be interpreted as a graph Laplacian-based as in [22, 33], but using an implicit metric
for measuring distance between two samples.
3.2 Adaptively Unified Classification with active points
For the functional D, we construct this term in the same way as in approach USSDL [24]. Indeed, USSDL uses an
internal semi-supervised classifier, which is developed from Adaptive Semi-Supervised Learning [34] and then com-
bined with the Active points method. Following Adaptive Semi-Supervised Learning, D is split into two functionals
Dl and Du defined as:
Dl(W,b,Al) = γ
Nl∑
i=1
C∑
c=1
∥∥w⊤c ali + bc − yci∥∥22 = γ ∥∥WAl +Bl −Y∥∥2F ,
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and
Du(W,b,Au,P) = γ
Nu∑
j=1
C∑
k=1
(Pkj)
r
C∑
c=1
∥∥w⊤c auj + bc − ycj(k)∥∥22
= γ
C∑
k=1
∥∥∥(Pk)r/2 ◦ (WAu +Bu −Yk)∥∥∥2
F
,
where :
- the matricesBl and Bu consist respectively in Nl and Nu columns b
- (◦) is the Hadamard product
- Pk ∈ RC×Nu consists of C rows equal to P[k, :]
- ycj(k) = 1 if k = c, otherwise y
c
j(k) = −1. yj(k) = [y1j (k), y2j (k), ..., yCj (k)]⊤ and Yk =
[y1(k),y2(k), ...,yNu(k)]
- r ≥ 1 can be considered as activation hyper-parameter in function xr, with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
As a reminder, P denotes a C × Nu matrix, whose entry Pkj is positive and indicates the estimated probability that
an unlabelled sample j belongs to class k, Nu being the number of unlabelled samples. In Du, P’s entries are used as
weight parameters associated with classification error for unlabelled samples.
The Active points method can be considered as the Hinge loss used in SVM. In classification problems, it can happen
that some samples are classified in the true class but their sparse codes are far from the binary decision boundary
(wherew⊤c a+ bc = 0) and the latter can be not optimal since it tries to fit with all sparse codes. To avoid this problem,
only active points are used to rectify the decision boundary. Active points are just the sparse codes defined in the
following way : w⊤c ai + bc < 1 if ai belongs to this class c and w
⊤
c ai + bc > −1 if not. More explanation and
illustration can be found in USSDL [24]. Then, for labelled samples, matrix Ql ∈ RC×Nl indicates active points for
a given class as follows : Ql[c, i] = 1 if yci (w
⊤
c a
l
i + bc) < 1, otherwiseQ
l[c, i] = 0. In a similar fashion, we define
the matrixQuk ∈ RC×Nu , for unlabeled samples: Quk [c, j] = 1 if ycj(k)(w⊤c auj + bc)− 1 < 0, otherwiseQuk [c, j] = 0,
∀k ∈ [1, .., C]. Then D can be rewritten as follows:
D(W,b,Al,Au,P) = γ
(∥∥Ql ◦ (WAl +Bl −Y)∥∥2
F
+
C∑
k=1
∥∥∥Quk ◦ (Pk)r/2 ◦ (WAu +Bu −Yk)∥∥∥2
F
)
+ µ(‖W‖2F + ‖b‖22),
where we have added a regularization on the linear classifier and the bias to avoid over-fitting since our model is trained
with only few labelled samples (in section 5).
We try to represent Dl and Du in the form of matrices to benefit from the fast operations between matrices in compu-
tation compared to iterating over C,Nu, Nl, which would be slow. By integrating the manifold structure preservation
and the internal classifier learning terms, we end up with the following objective function:
min
W,b,A,P,D∈C
‖X−DA‖2F + λ ‖A‖1 + β tr(ALAA⊤) + γ
(∥∥Ql ◦ (WAl +Bl −Y)∥∥2
F
+
C∑
k=1
∥∥∥Quk ◦ (Pk)r/2 ◦ (WAu +Bu −Yk)∥∥∥2
F
)
+ µ(‖W‖2F + ‖b‖22),
(4)
where:
- Ql = (Y ◦ (WAl +Bl) < 1) andQuk = (Yk ◦ (WAu +Bu) < 1), ∀k ∈ [1, .., C]
- P ∈ RC×Nu,Pkj ∈ [0, 1] and
C∑
k=1
Pkj = 1, ∀j
- Pk ∈ RC×Nu is made by repeating C times P[k, :] as rows
We propose a minimization scheme in the following section.
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4 Optimization
4.1 Alternate update
In the optimization process, the five following steps are repeated until convergence is reached:
Active elements update:
Ql = (Y ◦ (WAl +Bl) < 1)
Quk = (Yk ◦ (WAu +Bu) < 1), ∀k ∈ [1, .., C]
The complexity for this step is O(pCNl + pC2Nu).
Probability update:
min
P≥0
Nu∑
j=1
C∑
k=1
(Pkj)
r
C∑
c=1
Quk [c, j]
∥∥ycj(k)(w⊤c auj + bc)− 1∥∥22 ,
subject to
C∑
k=1
Pkj = 1, ∀j.
This is a convex optimization problem, given that r ≥ 1. It can be solved efficiently using different methods depending
on r values. We use the same method as in [34]. The complexity for this step is O(pC2Nu).
Sparse coding :
min
A
‖X−DA‖2F + λ ‖A‖1 + β tr(ALAA⊤) + γ
(∥∥Ql ◦ (WAl +Bl −Y)∥∥2
F
+
C∑
k=1
∥∥∥Quk ◦ (Pk)r/2 ◦ (WAu +Bu −Yk)∥∥∥2
F
) (5)
The problem can be solved efficiently using FISTA with backtracking [35]. We give more details in Appendix. The
complexity for this step is O((p2N + pN2 + npN + pNlC + pC2Nu)ss), where ss is number of iterations.
Dictionary update :
min
D∈C
‖X−DA‖2F
As in Sparse Coding, we use FISTA with backtracking is used to solve this problem. The complexity for this step is
O(p2N + (p2n+ pNn)sd), where sp is the number of iterations.
Classifier update:
min
W,b
γ
(∥∥Ql ◦ (WAl +Bl −Y)∥∥2
F
+
C∑
k=1
∥∥∥Quk ◦ (Pk)r/2 ◦ (WAu +Bu −Yk)∥∥∥2
F
)
+ µ(‖W‖2F + ‖b‖22)
We use the same approach as in [24] to solve this quadratic optimization problem. The complexity of this step is
O(p2NuC2 + p2NlC).
The global optimization is summarized in algorithm 1. In general, since p < 10n, the complexity for the global
algorithm is O((n2N + nN2 + nC2N)ssst + (n3 + n2N)sdst + n2NC2st), where st is the number of iteration
for global algorithm. As the computational cost is proportional to N2 in sparse coding by adding manifold structure
preservation, we develop in Appendix a sparse coding strategy with each batch of samples.
Once we have the optimalW and b, the unlabelled sample aui is classified into the class jˆ according to the following
equation:
jˆ = argmax
j
w⊤j a
u
i + bj,
wherew⊤j is j
th row ofW
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Algorithm 1 SSDL-GA
Require: X,Y, β, k, γ, λ, µ, p, r.
1: Initialize : LA with k,D,A,W,b,Yk
2: while not converged do
3: UpdateQl = (Y ◦ (WAl +Bl) < 1),Quk = (Yk ◦ (WAu +Bu) < 1).
4: Update the probability matrix P
5: Update sparse codeA (Sparse coding)
6: Update dictionaryD
7: Update classifier W,b
8: end while
9: Output : D,A,W,b,P
4.2 Initialization
The dictionary D is initialized as follows: if there are more atoms than labelled samples (p > Nl), all the labelled
samples are used as initial atoms and the remaining initial atoms are selected randomly from the unlabelled samples.
Otherwise, we select randomly a labelled sample for each class until we obtain p samples. Then, each atom di is
projected on the l2 sphere of radius α(D ∈ C). The sparse codes A are initialized by solving the following LASSO
problem with the initial dictionaryD:
min
A
‖X−DA‖2F + λ ‖A‖1
Finally, the linear classifier W and b is initialized using only the labelled sparse codes by solving the following
problem:
min
W,b
γ
∥∥Y −WAl −Bl∥∥2
F
+ µ(‖W‖2F + ‖b‖22)
=min
W′
γ
∥∥Y −W′Al∗∥∥2
F
+ µ ‖W′‖2F ,
whereW′ = [W,b] ∈ RC×(p+1) (we add b as a column after the last one ofW) andAl∗ =
[
Al
1
]
, where 1 is the
vector one (we add 1 as a row after the last one ofAl).
The solution Wˆ′ is given in closed-form is given by:
Wˆ′ = Y(Al∗)⊤
(
Al∗(Al∗)⊤ +
µ
γ
I
)−1
Note that hyper-parameters γ and µ are the same in the initialization and in the optimization process. In our experi-
ments, we fix µγ = 2 and it seems good for the accuracy rate.
4.3 Out-of-sample data points
We suppose that the dictionaryD and the sparse codesA ∈ Rp×N have been calculated forN training samples. If we
have q new unlabelled data pointsXnew = [xN+1,xN+2, ...,xN+q], we perform a simple sparse coding step for each
new unlabelled data point xN+i, taking into account manifold structure preservation as follows:
min
aN+i
‖xN+i −DaN+i‖22 + β
∥∥∥∥∥∥aN+i − λˆij
∑
j∈knn′(N+i)
aj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
+ λ ‖aN+i‖1 . (6)
The set knn′(N + i) contains the indices of the k nearest samples among theN training samples for xN+i. We get the
coefficients λˆij by solving a problem of the form (3.1), as previously mentioned.
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5 Numerical experiments
We organize this section as follows : first, we show the advantage of the manifold structure preservation constraint
on the USPS database (United States Postal Service). Then we assess the impact of the number of unlabelled sam-
ples involved in the training on both USPS and MNIST databases [36]. Using the same datasets, we compare the
performance of our approach with other SSDL methods, as well as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Label
Spreading (LP) classifiers. Finally, we evaluate our approach in the setting where very few labels are available using
the two faces databases, Extended YaleB [37] and AR [38]. Note that data pre-processing is very important and will
be detailed in each experiment.
5.1 Manifold structure preservation for sparse code regularization
The advantage of manifold structure preservation for regularizing sparse code in dictionary learning has been shown
in several works [22, 23, 33]. In this subsection, we evaluate the effect of the different Laplacian matrices LA (showed
in table 2) on the USPS handwritten digits dataset and their robustness to noise. This data is composed of 9298 images
(16×16), represented by 256-dimensional vectors. The training set only contains Nl labelled samples which are
extracted from 7291 training images and the testing set contains all 2007 testing images. In order to assess manifold
structure preservation, we use the following objective function to obtain the dictionary and labelled sparse code :
min
Al,D∈C
∥∥Xl −DAl∥∥2
F
+ β tr (AlLAA
l⊤) + λ
∥∥Al∥∥
1
(7)
Method Laplacian matrix LA and sparse coding for a testing sample x
knn [22]
Wij = w(x
l
i,x
l
j) =
{
exp(
−‖xli−xlj‖
2
2
2σ2
), if xlj ∈ knn(x
l
i) or x
l
i ∈ knn(x
l
j)
0, otherwise
LA = D −W,ω =
Nl
tr (LA)
, LA ← ωLA
mina ‖x−Da‖
2
2 + λ ‖a‖1 + βω
∑
j
1
2
w(x,xlj)
∥∥a− alj∥∥22
threshold [33]
Wij = w(x
l
i,x
l
j) =
{
exp(
−‖xli−xlj‖
2
2
2σ2
), if
∥∥xli − xlj∥∥2 < κ
0, otherwise
LA = D −W,ω =
Nl
tr (LA)
, LA ← ωLA
mina ‖x−Da‖
2
2 + λ ‖a‖1 + βω
∑
j
1
2
w(x,xlj)
∥∥a− alj∥∥22
Learnt Laplacian
[39]
LA = minL tr (X
lLXl⊤) + βL ‖L‖
2
s.t tr(L) = Nl, Lij = Lji < 0(i 6= j), ΣjL[i, j] = 0
LB = minL tr ([X
l,x]L[Xl,x]⊤) + βL ‖L‖
2
s.t tr(L) = Nl + 1, Lij = Lji < 0(i 6= j), ΣjL[i, j] = 0
mina ‖x−Da‖
2
2 + λ ‖a‖1 + β
(
2 tr (aLB[Nl + 1, 1 : Nl]A
l⊤) + tr (aLB [Nl + 1, Nl + 1]a
⊤)
)
LLE
As in section 3.1, then normalization :
LA = D −W,ω =
Nl
tr (LA)
, LA ← ωLA
As in section 4.3 (except β ← βω )
Table 2: Laplacian matrix LA given by different methods and the sparse coding that takes into account manifold
structure preservation for testing sample. In all methods, each Laplacian matrix is normalized (tr (LA) = Nl) to
have equal impact with the same hyper-parameter β.
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Since no internal classifier is learnt in the objective function eq. (7), the labelled sparse code is used to train an external
linear SVM classifier. This classifier is tuned with different box constraint values {0.1, 1, 10}, a "one against all" strat-
egy and five-fold cross validation. Then each testing sample is sparse coded with regularization as described in table 2.
Finally, the trained SVM predicts labels for testing sparse code. The experiment is performed as following. Firstly, we
set β = 0 to find the best pair (λ, p), with λ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1} and p ∈ {32, 64, 128, 256}. Secondly, we fix
the best pair (λ, p) = (0.5, 128) to tune the remaining hyper-parameters (which depend on the method): β, βL, σ, κ, k
(table 3). For κ, we introduce an additional hyper-parameter ζ, which represents the percentile of distances such as∥∥xli − xlj∥∥2 < κ. For σ, we note that the mean distance ∥∥xli − xlj∥∥2 in this dataset is about 10, which explains the
selected range value for σ. In all cases, we repeat three times with three random initializations for the dictionary and
take the best score.
Hyper-
parameter Values Method
β {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100} All
k {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} knn, LLE
σ {0.1, 1, 10, 15, 30, 1000} knn, threshold
ζ (for κ) {0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7} threshold
βL {10−3, 5× 10−3, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 100} Learnt Laplacian
Table 3: Hyper-parameter value to select for sparse code regularization.
Table 4 shows the best error rates (with the best hyper-parameters) for each Laplacian matrix. Firstly, we see that using
sparse code regularization (β 6= 0) gives better error rate than no using sparse code regularization (β = 0). Secondly,
the Laplacian matrix given by LLE gives the best error rate. That explains our first choice to use this method in this
paper. In addition, Laplacian matrix by LLE requires only one hyper-parameter, k, and therefore takes less time for
tuning hyper-parameter task. Compared to Laplacian matrix given by method ’knn’ and ’threshold’, the one given by
LLE is less dependent of the metric used to compute distance between samples (only need to determinate k neighbor
samples). The learnt Laplacian method does not require any metric and only depends on the penalty hyper-parameter
βL. Nevertheless, it is not trivial to interpret the geometric meaning of L. That is why, in this experiment, we need to
find a new LB for each testing sample, which takes a lot of time when the number of samples is large. This motivated
our decision not to perform the evaluation in cases Nl = 1000 or 2000.
Methods / Nl 100 500 1000 2000
SC (β = 0) 19.6 10.9 8.0 7.5
SC-knn 16.6 9.1 6.8 6.0
SC-Threshold 18.1 9.4 7.9 7.1
SC-Learnt Laplacian 17.33 9.4
SC-LLE 16.6 8.3 6.4 5.8
Table 4: The error rate of classification on different types of Laplacian matrix used for sparse code regularization,
with different number of labelled samples in training (same number of samples per class). SC means sparse coding.
The last part of this subsection aims to evaluate the robustness of Laplacian matrix given different methods against
additive noise in signal. We fix the number labelled training samples to 500 and add different noise amplitudes to both
training and testing samples. The hyper-parameters are tuned as in previous experiment to get the best error rate for
each method. table 5 shows these best error rates. From σ = 0 to σ = 0.2 (little noise), we see that the Laplacian
matrix given by LLE is more sensitive to noise compared to the ones given by other methods. This observation is
reasonable because LLE (without sparse coding) is known to be noise sensitive. Nevertheless, in general, SC-LLE
gives good error rate among compared methods, this may be explained by the combination of sparse coding (which is
robust to noise) and LLE. To deal with additive noise, we can use a simple trick that sets β = 0 for some first iterations.
Then learning LA with reconstructed samplesDAl, in which noise is reduced.
5.2 Low number of labelled samples
In this subsection, we evaluate our approach SSDL-GA in two tests on USPS and MNIST databases. MNIST contains
images (28× 28) of 10 handwritten digits, 60000 images for the training set and 10000 images for the testing set.
In the first test, for each database, we select for each class: 20 images as labelled samples, 100 images as testing
samples and an increasing number of images 2, 5, 10, 20, 500, 100, 150 as unlabelled samples.
Methods / σ 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
SC (β = 0) 10.9 10.9 11.8 12.7 15.7 17.6
SC-knn 9.1 9.3 9.9 10.7 12.3 13.9
SC-Threshold 9.4 9.5 10.5 11.9 13.7 15.2
SC-Learnt Laplacian 9.4 9.5 9.8 10.5 12.0 14.6
SC-LLE 8.3 9.0 9.8 10.9 12.0 13.9
Table 5: The error rate of classification on different types of Laplacian matrix used for sparse code regularization.
with different noise added amplitude. Here we fix the number of labelled samples in training Nl = 500 and use
gaussian noiseN (0, σN) where σN = σµ(X2).
0 50 100 150
85
90
95
number of unlabelled samples per class
ac
cu
ra
cy
%
USPS unlabelled
USPS testing
MNIST unlabelled
MNIST testing
Figure 1: The accuracy rate for unlabelled samples and for testing samples in two databases USPS and MNIST with
different number of unlabelled samples per class : 2,5,10,20,50,100,150.
Each image (as a vector) is normalized to have unit l2 norm. Since we constrain ||di||2 ≤ α and we want to tune
α for several values, an other way to do this is to fix α = 1 and multiply normalized images by a scalar. Here we
multiply normalized images by 5 which is equivalent to constrain ||di||2 ≤ 0.2. As mentioned before, sparse coding
is performed for testing samples as in section 4.3.
Five random samplings were conducted and the average scores for this test are shown in fig. 1. To tune hyper-
parameters, we perform a grid search. We take µ = 2γ since µ is less sensitive compared to other hyper-parameters.
As in previous subsection, we tune first for the pair (λ, p) while fixing (γ = 0, β = 0). Then we fix the best
found pair (λ, p) and tune for the remaining hyper-parameters. For the USPS database, we used the hyper param-
eters : p = 200, λ = 0.3, α = 1, β = 0.5, γ = 0.5, µ = 1, k = 8, r = 1.7 and for the MNIST database :
p = 200, λ = 0.5, α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1, µ = 2, k = 8, r = 2. From this test we make two observations. First,
the accuracy rate can be significantly improved by increasing the number of unlabelled samples in training and it con-
verges to a stable value. This means that it is not necessary to use as many unlabelled samples as possible when the
latter is numerous. Secondly, with a sufficient number of unlabelled samples in training, the accuracy rates for these
unlabelled samples and for testing samples are the similar. From these two observations, we can notice that after a cer-
tain number of unlabelled samples, the model is well regularized. Therefore sparse code of testing samples, encoded
as described in section 4.3, and encoded by retraining the model with labelled and existing unlabelled samples give
the same performance.
In the second test, we compare SSDL-GA with other SSDL approaches with the same pre-processing and hyper-
parameters as in the first test. We set up the training set (labelled samples, unlabelled samples) and testing set as the
same in [26]:
• For the MNIST database, we randomly select 200 images from each class, in which 20 images are used for
labelled samples, 80 images are used for unlabelled samples and 100 images remain as testing samples.
• For the USPS database, we randomly select 110 images from each class, in which 20 images are used for
labelled samples, 40 images are used for unlabelled samples and 50 images remain as testing samples.
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Five random samplings were conducted to calculate the mean and standard deviation on testing set. The table 6 shows
the accuracy rate of various SSDL approaches : OSSDL [20], S2D2 [25], SSR-D [21], SSP-DL [29],USSDL [24],
PSSDL [30], SSD-LP [26], also CNN (supervised) and LP (semi-supervised). For CNN, just labelled samples are
used for training and the shown results are the best average accuracy rate after trying with three different CNN models.
Here are configurations used for MNIST and USPS respectively :
Conv[32× 3× 3]→ ReLU→ BNorm→ Conv[32× 3× 3]→ ReLU→ Pool[2× 2]→ BNorm→ Conv[64× 3× 3]
→ ReLU → BNorm → Conv[64 × 3 × 3] → ReLU → Pool[2 × 2] → BNorm → FC[512]→ ReLU → BNorm →
Dropout[0.25]→ FC[10]→ softmax.
Conv[16× 3 × 3]→ ReLU → BNorm→ Conv[32× 3 × 3]→ tanh→ Pool[2 × 2] BNorm→ FC[128]→ tanh→
BNorm→ Dropout[0.25]→ FC[10]→ softmax.
In both databases, first, we see the effect of manifold structure preservation with LLE by comparing SSDL-GA and
USSDL (which is exactly SSDL-GA with β = 0). Second, the SSDL-GA outperforms other SSDL methods, as well
as the CNN and LP. We notice that on MNIST, SSDL-GA is the only one in the SSDL family that can perform better
than the CNN. This can be trivially explained by the fact that one can use unlabelled samples in training and the other
can not. Therefore, we evaluate this test with a semi-supervised neural network model that can also use unlabelled
samples in training, for example Ladder net [40]. Here is configuration used in Ladder net : FC[1000]→ ReLU →
FC[500]→ ReLU → FC[250]→ softmax and σnoise = 0.3. We see that our model gets slightly better accuracy rate
compared to Ladder net.
Method / Data USPS MNIST Sparse coding
LP 90.3± 1.3 85.12± 0.6
OSSDL* 80.8± 2.8 73.2± 1.8 individual, l0
SD2D* 86.6± 1.6 77.6± 0.8 group, l1
SSR-D* 87.2± 0.5 83.8± 1.2 individual, l2,p
SSP-DL* 87.8± 1.1 85.8± 1.2 group, l2,p and lp,p
USSDL 91.56± 1.15 84.8± 1.7 individual, l1
PSSDL ⋄ 86.9± 1.0 87.4± 1.2 group, l1
SSD-LP* 90.3± 1.3 87.8± 1.6 group, l1
SSDL-GA 93.6± 1.0 90± 0.8 group, l1
CNN 89.28± 1.4 88.4± 1.1
Ladder 92.68± 1.0 89.84± 0.8
Table 6: Accuracy rate and nature of sparse coding for various semi-supervised methods, with handwritten digits
databases USPS and MNIST. (⋄) In PSSDL, for each class, we use 25 images as labelled samples instead of 20, the
rest of the training data as unlabelled samples and all testing data for testing samples; its corresponding accuracy
rate is extracted from the original paper. (*) Accuracy rate are extracted from [26].
Complexity comparison
As the complexity for several algorithms (in table 1) is not communicated and we do not dispose the implementation
for these algorithms, we compare then the complexity by each step in the optimization process. First of all, all objective
functions of SSDL algorithms are iteratively optimized by following steps : sparse coding, dictionary update, classifier
update and probability update. The first two steps (solved by iterative method) are the most essential and influence
mostly to the complexity. The remaining steps can be solved trivially by first order optimality. Second, dictionary
update is slightly different between the compared algorithms (which depends on the shared dictionary approach or
the specific class sub-dictionaries approach). However, in general, we minimize a quadratic optimization problem
‖X−DA‖22 for D with the constraint D ∈ C, therefore, the complexity of this step can be regarded as equivalent
among the compared algorithms. By two observations, sparse coding step is the essential factor for the complexity
comparison.
The complexity of sparse coding then depends essentially by two factors : the type of sparse coding and the norm
used in sparse coding. First, there are two types of sparse coding for a sample : individual sparse coding which do not
depends on others sparse codes and group sparse coding, in the contrary, depends on others sparse codes. The first one
is parallelizable but the second one is not because there are interactions between sparse code. In table 1, sparse coding
in the approaches that use manifold structure preservation F or Fisher Discriminant Analysis are group sparse coding.
On the contrary, sparse coding in remaining approaches are individual sparse coding. Second, there are several norms
used in sparse coding l0; l1; l2,q; lq,q; (0 < q < 1). Norm l0 has lower complexity (by MP-based) than the remaining
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norms (by gradient-based algorithm), which have equivalent complexity. In conclusion, for complexity comparison,
we see first the type of sparse coding (group sparse coding has higher complexity than individual sparse coding), then
we see the norm used in sparse coding. These two factors are showed for each SSDL method in table 6, and we can
see clearly the trade-off between complexity and accuracy.
5.3 Face databases
In this subsection, we evaluate our approach with Extended YaleB cropped and AR cropped dataset for which the size
of each image is respectively 192× 168 and 165× 120 pixels.
The YaleB database contains 2432 frontal-face images of 38 individuals (64 images for each individual), captured
under various illumination conditions and expressions. We first resize images to 54 × 48 before applying a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to obtain 300 dimensional feature vectors (same process as [24, 26]). Then each vector
coordinate is normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. Finally, each vector is normalized to have l2 unit norm
and then multiplied by 2. We randomly select N = 20 images for each person to create a training set and use the
remaining images for the testing set. In the training set, for each person, we use Nl = {2, 5, 10} images as labelled
samples and the remaining images as unlabelled samples. Five independent evaluations were conducted to compute
the mean and standard deviation. The results are shown in table 7 with various SSDL approaches. In the case Nl = 2
(very few labelled samples), our approach improves significantly the accuracy rate compared to other SSDL methods
but it is less accurate in the cases Nl = {5, 10}. It is possible that the hyper-parameters are still not optimal for these
cases. The hyper-parameters values in three cases are Nl = {2, 5, 10} : p = 380, λ = 0.005, β = 2, γ = 0.5, µ =
1, k = 4, r = 1.5.
The AR Face database consists of over 4000 images but we evaluate our approach with its subset that consists of
2600 images (26 images per person for 50 male subjects and 50 female subjects). These 26 images are taken from
different facial expressions, illumination conditions, and occlusions (sun-glasses and scarves). First, this database is
projected onto a 540-dimensional feature vector by a randomly generated matrix as [16, 23]. The preprocessing is
the same as described above as in the YaleB analysis. For each person, 15 images are randomly selected for labelled
set and 5 images are randomly selected for unlabelled set, which gives 20 images as training set and 6 images for
testing set. The results shown in table 8 are extracted from [23] for two SDL methods : LC-KSVD and SupGraphDL,
which differ from our approach by using a training set that contains only labelled images (20 samples). Although our
approach uses fewer labelled samples in the training set, it gives a better accuracy rate. The hyper-parameters used are
p = 300, λ = 0.0015, β = 0.3, γ = 0.08, µ = 0.016, k = 8, r = 1.5.
Method / Nl 2 5 10
S2D2 53.4± 2.1 76.1± 1.3 83.2± 1.9
JDL 55.2± 1.8 77.4± 2.8 85.3± 1.6
USSDL 60.5± 2.1 86.5± 2.1 93.6± 0.8
SSD-LP 67.0± 2.9 89.8± 0.9 95.2± 0.2
SSDL-GA 73.62± 3.1 86.6± 1.6 90.7± 0.4
Table 7: Accuracy rate for YaleB database with various SS-DL approaches and different number of labelled samples
in training.
Method Accuracy rate
LC-KSVD1 84.17
LC-KSVD2 85
SupGraphDL 84.93
SupGraphDL-L 85.33
SSDL-GA 92.09± 1.16
Table 8: Accuracy rate for the AR database with SDL methods.
.
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6 Conclusions
We have presented a SSDL method by integrating manifold structure preservation and an internal semi-supervised
classifier to the classical DL problem. This helps to exploit more information from unlabelled samples to reinforce the
model. In addition, new unlabelled samples are also sparse coded by taking into account manifold structure preserva-
tion. Experimental results on several benchmark databases have shown the advantage of our approach, especially in
the case of and low number of unlabelled samples in training, it performs about 2% better than the state-of-art for digit
recognition compared to other SSDL approaches and gets slightly better accuracy compared to semi-supervised neural
network. We also propose a batch and epoch version in the appendix to accelerate the optimization process. However,
in general, dictionary learning methods for classification objectives, due to limits of computation, require a dimension-
ality reduction to fewer than about 103 dimensions, but applying dimensionality reduction can make an important loss
of discriminatory information. Possible future work includes using a patch method to tackle this problem and dealing
also with geometric invariance to have a more efficient model.
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Appendix
Sensibility for hyper-parameters
• We tested also some large value for k ∈ {16, 24, 32} but k < 10 seems pertinent for our experiments. This is
reasonable since if k is too large, it happens that a data point has always some neighboring points which are
center points of original manifold (graph), then the corresponding sparse codes tend to centralize and have
regular distribution (loss of original manifold information).
• r > 1 in activation function xr for class probability of unlabelled samples. This function xr, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
helps to deactivate weak probabilities, but if r is too large, xr deactivates also strong probabilities. Then we
use these activated probability as pseudo labelled to train the classifier. The accuracy rate for testing samples
is sensitive to this hyper-parameter, we need to tune it carefully (in our test we take values from 1 to 2 with
step 0.1).
• λ and p are the two essential hyper-parameters for dictionary learning. These hyper-parameters are selected
to ensure that a sample can be reconstructed by a linear combination of several atoms. The number of atom
p must be bigger the number of hidden dimensions of data (redundant).
Sparse coding
To apply FISTA, we separate (5) into two functions f sp1 and f
sp
2 :
f sp1 (A) = λ ‖A‖1
f sp2 (A) = ‖X−DA‖2F+β tr (ALAA⊤) + γ
∥∥Ql ◦ (WAl +Bl −Y)∥∥2
F
+γ
C∑
k=1
∥∥∥Quk ◦ (Pk)r/2 ◦ (WAu +Bu −Yk)∥∥∥2
F
The gradient of f sp2 is given by :
∇f sp2 (A) = −2D⊤ (X−DA) + 2β (ALA) + 2γ
[
W⊤
(
(Ql)2 ◦ (WAl −Bl −Y)
)
,
C∑
k=1
W⊤
(
(Quk)
2 ◦ (Pk)r ◦ (WAu −Bu −Yk)
)]
,
where (Ql)2 = Ql ◦Ql, (Quk)2 = Quk ◦Quk
FISTA with backtracking does not require a Lipschitz coefficient for ∇f sp2 but anyway we try to calculate it to know
relatively which factors that step descent depends on. We consider that ‖.‖ is the Euclidean norm. By using these
following inequalities that apply to two matrices E and F , ‖EF‖ ≤ ‖E‖ ‖F‖, ‖E + F‖ ≤ ‖E‖ + ‖F‖, ‖E ◦ F‖ ≤
‖F‖ (if 0 ≤ E ≤ 1 ) and note that 0 ≤ Ql,Quk ,Prk ≤ 1, we prove that:
‖∇f sp2 (A1)−∇f sp2 (A2)‖
≤ 2‖D⊤D(A1 −A2)‖+ 2β‖(A1 −A2)LA‖
+ 2γ‖W⊤‖
∥∥∥∥∥
[
W(Al1 −Al2),
C∑
k=1
W(Au1 −Au2 )
]∥∥∥∥∥
≤ 2‖D⊤D‖‖A1 −A2‖+ 2β‖A1 −A2‖‖LA‖
+ 2γ‖W⊤‖‖W‖
C∑
k=1
∥∥[(Al1 −Al2), (Au1 −Au2 )]∥∥
≤ 2
(∥∥D⊤D∥∥+ β ‖LA‖+ γC ‖W‖2) ‖A1 −A2‖
The step descent is proportional to τ−1 = 12
(∥∥D⊤D∥∥+ β ‖LA‖+ γC ‖W‖2)−1 and the greater τ is, the more time
we need to optimize.
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Algorithm 2 Sparse coding (FISTA with backtracking)
Require: X,A0,D,W,b,Y,Yk, LA, β, γ, λ,Q
l,Quk .
1: Initialize : Z0 ← A0, t0 ← 1, τ > 0, η > 1.
2: for n = 0, 1, ... do
3: while True do
4: H← An − τ−1∇f sp2 (An)
5: Zn+1 ← sign(H) ◦max(|H| − τ−1λ, 0)
6: if f sp2 (Zn+1) ≤ f sp2 (An) +
〈
Zn+1 −An,∇f sp2 (An)
〉
+ τ2 ‖Zn+1 −An‖2 then
7: break
8: end if
9: τ ← ητ
10: end while
11: tn+1 ← 1+
√
4t2n+1
2
12: υ ← 1 + tn−1tn+1
13: An+1 ← Zn + υ(Zn+1 − Zn)
14: end for
Technical notes
We employ FISTA which is an iterative method to solve the Sparse Coding and Dictionary Update problems so it is
necessary to control the step descent although the latter is automatically found with backtracking search trick. First,
in Sparse Coding, the step descent depends on
∥∥D⊤D∥∥ , ‖LA‖ , β, γ, C, ‖W‖2 so our algorithm might converge very
slowly if one of these values is too large. If we want to promote manifold structure preservation for sparse code, it
is better to increase k (the number of neighbors samples) instead of β. But if k is too large or training data point are
not regularly sampled, it happens that some data points (in the center of manifold) are always in the neighborhood
of others, therefore some columns of V are not sparse and ‖LA‖ ≈
∥∥V⊤V∥∥ becomes large. Second, in Dictionary
Update, the step descent depends on
∥∥AA⊤∥∥, thereforeA needs to be sparse, meaning λ need to be large enough. In
our work, if λ is too small, we use [3] instead of FISTA with backtracking. By experience via tests executed in our
paper, SSDL-GU converges in fewer than 20 iterations. We fix a maximum of 50 iterations for Sparse Coding and
Dictionary Update.
In case of large number of classes C, the number of training samples (labelled and unlabelled) can be large, we can
employ the batch and epoch strategy to minimize the Sparse Coding problem. For example, we repeat n epochs for
m batches divided from A. Note that only manifold structure preservation expression needs to be slightly modified
since it has the interaction between sparse codes via the matrix LA. We define U as the set that contains all indices
of the training samples, thus U = {1, 2, .., N}. In an epoch, for each batch i, we select randomly ni training samples
(ni ≈ N/m) whose indices are stored in the setMi. MCi is the complement ofMi in U. We rewrite :
tr (ALAA
⊤)
= tr
([
A[:,Mi],A[:,M
C
i ]
] [ LA[Mi,Mi] LA[Mi,MCi ]
LA[Mi,M
C
i ]
⊤ LA[M
C
i ,M
C
i ]
] [
A[:,Mi],A[:,M
C
i ]
]⊤)
= tr
([
Ai,A
C
i ]
] [LA[ii] LA[iC]
L⊤A[iC] LA[CC]
] [
Ai,A
C
i ]
]⊤)
= tr (AiLA[ii]A
⊤
i ) + 2 tr (AiLA[iC]A
C⊤
i ) + tr (A
C
i LA[CC]A
C⊤
i ),
where :
- LA[ii] = LA[Mi,Mi] is a Rni×ni matrix formed by extracting from LA, rowsMi and columnsMi.
- LA[CC] is a R(N−ni)×(N−ni) matrix formed by extracting from LA rowsMCi and columnsM
C
i .
- LA[iC] is a R(ni)×(N−ni) matrix formed by extracting from LA rowsMi and columnsMCi .
Then we optimize for eachAi while fixing other batches (ACi ) as in the FISTA method for Sparse Coding mentioned
before but this time we need to adjust the gradient of 2 tr (AiLA[iC]AC⊤i ) in the new∇f sp2 . At the end of a batch, we
update the sparse code before performing next batch. We suggest also evaluating the objective function after each step,
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as Ql, Quk are fixed in an iteration, the objective function must decrease. Since Q
l, Quk are updated at the beginning
of the next iteration, the objective function can increase slightly, but in general, we must see something decreases and
converges.
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